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In the course of attempting to enumerate certain restricted partitions, 
a family of identities related to the Euler product was discovered. 
Let ph(rn, n) be the number of partitions of n into m parts in which 
the largest part appears exactly h times and all other parts are distinct, 
i.e., appear at most once. Then ifFh(b; x) denotes the generating function 
ofpn(m, n), we have for I x [ < 1 
Fh(b; x)----- s ~ pn(m, n)b'x n ---- ~ bUx n'"+l' fi (1 + bxO, 
m=l  ~1 ~=0 i=i 
with the convention that empty products equal 1, empty sums equal 0. 
The object of this note is to prove, for h /> 1,1 
h--I  co  h--1 h--1 
Fn(b;x)= I-[( x - j -  1) H( l+bx0-  1-  E b' ]-[ (x - j -  1). 
i=i i=i I=1 J=i+l 
(1) 
This result follows directly by mathematical induction applied to the 
following identities which have an interesting combinatorial proof: 
1 + F,(b; x) = fi (1 + bxO; (2) 
iffil 
Fh(b; x) = xnFh(b; x) + xhFh+l(b; x) + xhb h. (3) 
Formula (2) follows directly from the fact that both sides of the equation 
are expressions for the generating function of pl(m, n), the number of 
partitions of n into m distinct parts. 
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Formula (3) is a bit more complicated. Let us divide the partitions 
enumerated by ph(rn, n) into three disjoint sets: (1) those in which the 
positive integer that is one less than the largest part does n.ot appear as a 
summand; (2) those in which the positive integer that is one less than the 
largest part does appear as a summand; (3) the partition made up of ones 
(which occurs only if m = n ---- h). By subtracting one from each appear- 
ance of the largest part of a partition in set (1), we see that there are 
ph(m, n -  h) partitions in this set; thus the partitions in set (1) have 
xhFn(b; x) as generating function. The same procedure applied to set (2) 
shows that there are ph+l(m, n -  h) partitions in set (2) that have 
xh.Fh+l(b; X) as generating function. Finally the partition in class (3) has 
xhb h as generating function. Thus (3) is valid, and hence (1) holds. 
